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ABSTRACT

I will consider mainly those aspects of B physics which are pecularly relevant at LEP. I will
envisage two scenarios for LEP operation : the standard one with the nominal luminosity and also
a high luminosity run during which more than 1Ô  hadronic 7P decays can be registered^'.
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A FEW PROPERTIES OF bb PRODUCTION AT LEP

The characteristics of beauty production at LEP are rather different from those occuring at a

BB factory. This will favour some studies on B decay properties whereas others can become

difficult or even impossible.

1. ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE RATES OF bb PRODUCTION

The absolute bb production cross section at the Z0 peak is 6.5 nb which represents about 6 times

the visible cross-section at the T4S.

The fraction of bb events among all hadronic interactions is 22 % at the Z^ whereas it is 30 %

at the Ï4S and less than 10 % at PEP or PETRA energies.

An other parameter which is quite relevant when measuring the b quark forward-backward

production asymmetry, due to electro-weak interference, is the ratio of beauty to charm events. It is

about 1.3 at LEP and only 25 % at PEP or PETRA.

The standard LEP scenario will correspond to a sensitivity of 200 events/pb representing

about one full year (107 s) of data taking at a luminosity of 2 x 10^1 cm'2 s*1). This will provide 2.6

millions of B particles.

With LEP operating at a higher luminosity (2 x 1032 cm"2 s"1) we can expect to register in two

years 60 millions of B particles and have thus a B factory.

2. FLAVOUR OFB PARTICLES

At a high energy collider, in addition to B. and B~ mesons, strange B s mesons and Ab

baryons are produced with sizeable rates. At LEP, for one million B particles, we expect :

4XlO5B"

1.2xlO5B° 7XlO4Ab -104Eb
S

3. KTNEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF B PARTICLES AT LEP

The fragmentation function of the b quark is peaked at high values of the scaling variable Z

(< Z > - 1 — 1/mb). This has several interesting consequences :

— the B and B decay products are geometrically well separated, being in two opposite

hemispheres,

- there is also some kinematical separation between the B decay products and the tracks

emitted at the e+e~ interaction point. The former have a mean energy of about 3 GeV and belong to a

jet whereas the latter are concentrated at energies below 1 GeV and are emitted rather isotropically

(apart those associated to gluon jets) (Fig. 1),



- B particles having an energy of about 30 GeV at the Z0 and a finite lifetime, they travel a

mean distance of 2.2 mm before decaying.

All these properties should be exploited, using vertex detectors to separate B decay products

from the other tracks produced in the interaction (50 % of all tracks).

B PHYSICS AT LEP WITH ACTUAL DETECTORS AND THE DESIGN LUMINOSITY

The expected registered statistics will allow an accurate measurement of sin29w, a study of

B^ - B , oscillations and of eventual lifetime differences between B,, B~, B s and Ab particles.

1. MEASUREMENT OF SIN29W FROM bb FORWARD-BACKWARD PRODUCTION ASYMMETRY

Looking at recent publication^ we notice that the accuracy on quark asymmetries is of the

same order or even better than the one on lepton asymmetries. At LEP we also expect the same :

quark asymmetries should give an accurate determination of sin29w 1̂ 1. It is expected to reach

without polarized beams, Ss2 = 0.0012 using leptons and 0.0008 with bb events. With polarization an

accuracy of 0.00035 will be accessible using leptons.

1.1 Enhanced sensitivity of quark asymmetries on sin2dw

The forward backward asymmetry for quarks is more sensitive to a variation of sin28w than

the one obtained with leptons. This effect increases as sin29w gets closer to 1/4.
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Taking sin29w = .23, we obtain :

dA
FB

d sin29v

= 1:9 for leptons ; = 5.5 for bb events

If the beams are polarized we can measure'4 ' Af (Pol) - j P.&f and AL R = «îâ-e. The former

is 10 times less sensitive for b quarks than for leptons and the latter does not depend on the final

state.



In the absence of beam polarization, to exploit the potentialities of quark asymmetries, we

need to register a sufficient sample of events as indicated in the following.

1.2 Two ways for measuring the bB asymmetry

We consider only events extracted using semi-leptonic decays of the b quark. It may be

possible also to use charged B mesons tagged, using a powerful vertex detector, by charged particle

counting.

The prisence of a b quark is signed by a negative lepton as shown below.

signal background

Apart from misidentified leptons there are several background sources :

- leptons from Bi or B mesons observed after oscillation of a B^

- leptons from cascade decays of a b particle : b —» c —» 1

- leptons from charmed events.

Rather standard cuts have b^en devised. Events with two back to back jets have to be selected.

A minimum lepton energy is required -usually E > 2 GeV- to eliminate low energy electrons

from converted photons or Dalitz pairs and Jt or K contamination from decays in the muon sample.

The charm background is reduced by requiring a minimum transverse momentum of the

candidate lepton relative to the jet axis -usually Px > 1.2 GeWc-. The remaining background

sources are dominated by those coming from bb events.

1.3 Dileptons events

B^ oscillations are the main source of wrong sign lepton events. This contribution can be

reduced in the measurement of b asymmetries using opposite sign dilepton events. It can be also

measured using same sign dilepton events.



Same sign dilepton events

We define % as the mean oscillation parameter

X = Xd Pd + Xs Ps X = PBO_>B°

(with evident notations).

In an ideal world we define R0 = R b * b = 2 X U-X> and we measure R = N+++^~ • If
Nu N 1

we call P + ' and P + + the proportions of dilepton candidates from background sources relative to

opposite sign dilepton s from b decays :

p + _ =
N B k g p += p - - ^

We obtain the following expression relating the theoretical and practical values of R :

11 p4-- I ( 1 ^ ) 2 + X 2 p++
^ 1 )R = R0

1 + P+ - + 2P+ +

(We assume that the background is also coming from bb events).

Its variation with the transverse momentum cut (considered to be the same for each lepton) is

shown in figure 2. We have assumed "standard" detector performances for background rejection.

We note that a measurement of the oscillation parameter % with this technique requires a good

understanding of the background contribution. This is because in the region where the statistics is

large (low P T cut) the background is also important. A feedback using a Monte Carlo simulation

is necessary and the variation of R with the cut on P T should be understood.

It is difficult, at this stage, to give precisely the accuracy which will be obtained on the mean

oscillation parameter %. The extraction of the individual contributions Xd ar*d Xs is even more

model dependant.

More important is to determine the needed accuracy on R which allows a precise

determination of sin20w using single lepton events. It is OR - 3 % -as studied in the following-

and this appears, as shown in figure 2, quite achievable.

Opposite sign dilepton events

With a cut at P T > 1.2 GeV/c the typical efficiency to get such an event is ~ 2 x 10"3 /bb event.

The measured asymmetry (Fig. 3) is only affected by background sources or oscillations at the

second order level.

Am e s = A0 x - 2X



The variation of this quantity with Pf is shown on figure 3. This determination of sin^Gw is

clearly affected by the statistical accuracy. With 200 pb"1 we hope to get :

CTA ~ IO"2 and thus Osjn2 QW ~ 0.002.

Single lepton events

To get more statistics, single lepton events are needed. The efficiency to sign such an event

becomes 8 x 10"2/bb event (PT> 1.2 GeV).

The measured forward-backward asymmetry is now largely modified by the contributions

from B0 oscillations and background sources. For instance the theoretical asymmetry A? - 11 %is

reduced to 8 % by B^ oscillations. If we are able to control these contributions at the level indicated

previously we can reach the already expected value : osjn2 gw - 0.0008 ' 3 I

2. LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS FOR B PARTICLES

The expected results will depend to some extend on the properties of vertex detectors used in

each experiment and also on particle identification capabilities. I have assumed the following

vertex detector properties.

Solid angle coverage

Longitudinal accuracy vertex determination in

a plane perpendicular to the beams

60%

250

We assume that the track positions are not accurately measured along the beam direction.

To remove the combinatorial background we assume that events are selected by a cut requiring a

decay distance larger than one mean decay length.

2.1 Exclusive Decay modes

At LEP, we have to consider decay modes where there are few charged particles involved and

no missing neutrals. This corresponds to B -» DK, B -» y K, B —> yK* or Bs —» y<)> transitions. The D

is observed in Knrc channels (n < 3) and the y is reconstructed through its decays into e+e~ or H+|i".

The expected numbers of reconstructed events are typically :

B->Drr

B->yK

M/K*

BRB

3.5 x 10 3

6 x 1(H

1.5 x K)-3

BRQ or BRV

.10

.14

Events/lMbb evts

100/channel

30/channel



2.2 Semi-exclusive decay modes

To have access to 1 or a few thousands of reconstruced B particles the only promising

possibility seems to reside in the use of semi-exclusively reconstructed final states.

Semi-leptonic decays allow a clear distinction between the various flavours of B particles as

indicated in figure 4. Reconstructing completely the D or D* decays we expect to have (for 200 pb"*) :

-2000 Bj orB+

- 200 B° (with Ds -> KKK)

~ 1600 decays with an accompanying proton.

More studies are needed to correct for biases in channels with D decays into unseen Jt" or y.

B PHYSICS WITH AN UPGRADED LEP LUMINOSITY

With a few 107 particles registered at LEP we will be in a position to measure accurately the

parameters of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi Maskawa matrix. This is illustrated below using a parame-

trisation proposed by Wolfensteinf5!.

B —» no charm

B - * T Vx

-X 1 -••

A X3(1 -P) e-'6 - A X 2

B^-Bj oscill.

A I 3
 n e i8

A l 2 ,

1
ÎB

1B^-B^ oscill1

which shows the extreme richness of B physics in the understanding of the Standard Model.

1. MEASUREMENT OF b -> U TRANSITIONS

From studies by ARGUS and CLEO Collaborations of the lepton energy distribution near the

end point a limit I Vb11 |/1 Vbc I < • 1 can be extracted'**'. A similar measurement cannot be done at

LEP because it is important that B's will be produced nearly at rest. If we use the model of Bauer

and Stech^7' to estimate the decay branching ratios for B0 -» Jt+7t" or p°p° we obtain < 1.5 10"5 and

< 10'6 respectively. These values are small but not very different from those corresponding to

favoured transitions B -> Dit or yK once we include the branching ratios of a D or a y into a visible

channel.



The transition B+ -> T+ vT (< 4.3 10'5) can provide a clean measurement of : fe I Vbu I

indépendant of any hadronization hypothesis. In the LEP environnement, the decay products of the

two B particles are well separated and we are a priori in a better position to measure this channel

than at the T^ .

The evaluation of the visibility of each of these rare decays requires detailed studies on

background rejection which should be done before we can quote really the expected sensitivity at

LEP. These numbers will depend crucially on the performances of vertex detectors.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF t -> d AND t -> s TRANSITIONS

The interpretation of B^ - B^ oscillations in terms of the box d iagram^ offers a way to

measure the Vtd and Vts matrix elements.

b vtb v tb "B b v tb t v W d
W

W

td v>td v"td v tb

if we prepare a B0 particle at t = 0, then at time t, we obtain a mixture of B0 and B 0 states in the

following proportions :

BfHi) = e -^cos

The oscillation period is

BfHi) = e- to sin2 P

where X =
AM
r •

For B^ iesons ARGUS and CLEO have obtained : Xj - 0.7.

Considering the Standard Model, with 3 families and taking |V u bl / |V c bl < 0.1 we expect

X3 > 5. If, in addition, we assume that the phase 8 of the CKM matrix is not close to n (this region is

disfavoured by the measurement of the parameter e for kaons), we obtain also an upper limit for

The X variable is related to the rate of same sign dilepton events mentioned before :

n X2 (2 + X2)

(For an incoherent production of a given B^ particle's flavour).

This quantity becomes pecularly insentitive to a variation on X, when X becomes large and

the only technique which allows to explore the expected range of Xs values consists in measuring



the time modulation of B or B particles. For that purpose we need to be able to tag the presence of a
S S

B or a B particle at t = 0 and to measure the B proper time.
s

A previous s tudy^ indicates that ~ 3 x 108 bb events are required at LEP to do this measu-

rement. In the following we would like to convince the reader that with less than 10 times this

statistics a nice measurement is feasible.

2.1 B TAGGEVG

At LEP, we can use one of the two jets to sign the presence of a B or aB particle. The flavour of

the meson produced in the other hemisphere is assumed to be opposite.

The tagging procedure can be characterized by two parameters^] ;

- the efficiency per event : e

- the reduction in amplitude of the oscillations -A- which comes from erroneous tags due to B

oscillations or to background. This quantity does not incorporates the non oscillating background

contribution (charm, charged B"mesons, ...).

N«ag

A=-
Bid

A figure of merit -G- of the various tagging techniques can be defined which characterizes

the statistical significance of the oscillating signal :

Results are summarized in the following table :

Process

Semi leptonic decays

Exclusive D signals

Charge of the B

Beam Polarization

(P =45%)

E (%)

7

3.5

11

30

63

A (%)

67

84

80

64

45

G(%)

18

16

26

35

36
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In the absence of beam polarization the identification of the B electric charge seems to be the

most promising technique. It requires an upgrading of existing LEP vertex detectors and a

reduction of the beam pipe diameter. The track position near the interaction point should be

measured accurately in space and not simply in projection as shown in figure 5. Where we have

displayed the proportion of B decays having a charged track compatible also with the primary

vertex versus the distance between the primary and secondary vertices.

2.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE B° PROPER TIME

The distance between the primary and the B decay vertices and the B energy have to be

measured.

L
Ct = P/M

The finite accuracy on t introduces a decrease in the amplitude of the oscillations which can

be essentially given by the following expression :

A = Aoe 2 I t / T = blifetime

This relation implies that oscillations can be measured only if the argument of the

exponential is less or of the order of unity. As mentioned before, the uncertainty at receives two

contributions from :

— the finite accuracy on the positions of the vertices,

- the uncertainty on the energy of the Bg particle,

(—) = ( ^ | +(L) (^r) ; L0 mean decay length of the B particle.

0
Determination ofBs decay vertex

Because B particles are not as abundant as B^ or B~ mesons we must use inclusive decays.

We have studied semi leptonic decays and retain those in which the Ds decays into 3 or more

charged particles with no kaon or 2 kaons of opposite signs. This selection decreases the contri-

bution from D0 or D+ decays. After reconstructing the Ds decay vertex we take, as the B decay

vertex, the point on the lepton track, which is at the closest approach from the Ds direction deter-

mined using only the charged particles. The difference between the exact B decay vertex and the

position determined in this way is given in figure 6 which shows that we can achieve OL < 200 fi.

This value is determine not only by the performances of the vertex detector but mainly from the fact

that the Ds has a short lifetime and that there is a larger Q value for the B semi-leptonic decay than

for the Ds decay.
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Measurement of the Bs energy

Heavy quarks have a fragmentation function peaked at high values of the scaling variable

Z. The smearing due to gluon radiation can be reduced by selecting events with two back to back

jets (Fig. 7). Using also the measured tracks, the reconstructed vertices and imposing kinema-

tical constraints coming from the knowledge of B and D3 masses we can restrict further the

allowed interval for the B energy and achieve : •=- < 7 % '11I

For X3 - IO we can thus observe oscillations on a time interval less or of the order of 2 mean

lifetimes.

In figure 8, we have displayed the expected signals for B oscillations corresponding to a

registered statistics of 3 x 107 events (7400 B. are reconstructed) and for Xs = 10.
S

In figure 9, we show the corresponding determination of the phase S once X8, Xd and

have been measured. (The expected accuracy on X3 is evaluated in a rough manner at this stage of

the study).

3. STUDY OF CP VIOLATION

One possible way to observe CP violation in the B system consists in looking for final states

as \|/K tagged by a b or ab quark in the opposite hemisphere,s

But the branching ratio for theses final sates is quite small ; including reconstruction

efficiency it is about 10'5.

Even taking optimistic values for the tagging efficiency we expect less than 700 events in the

yK channel implying that we can only observe large CP violating effects.

Other channels may be more promising and a systematic study remains to be done.

CONCLUSION

A lot of interesting bb physics can be done at LEP with 10 M hadronic decays of the Z^ :

accurate measurement of sin29w, search for lifetime differences between the various B particles.

With 108 Z0 decays and improved vertex detectors allowing a distinction between b and b jets,

B and Bi oscillations can be separated. The decay B~ —> TVx should be accessible !jiving a nice

measurement of the parameter | Vbu I.

The observation of CP violation seems to be at trie borderline of LEP capabilities.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 : Momentum distribution of charged tracks from B decays ( ) and from main vertex
( ). The two distributions are not normalized.

Fig. 2 : Fraction of same sign dileptons candidates versus the minimal transverse momentum of
each lepton relative to the jet axis.

Fig. 3 : Forward-backward asymmetry for b jets measured with opposite sign dilepton events.

Fig. 4 : Semi-leptonic decays of B particles showing the correspondance between the flavours of
initial and final states.

Fig. 5 : Separation between B decay products and charged tracks from main vertex using two
geometries for vertex detectors. The accurate measurement of the Z coordinate (along the
beam) is crucial.

Fig. 6 : Accuracy on the Bs decay vertex using semi-leptonic decays.

Fig. 7 : Fraction of beam energy taken by the B particle (LUND M.C).

Fig. 8 : Expected distributions for the time evolution of B decays.

Fig. 9 : Measurement of the C.K.M. phase 8.
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Fig. 2 : Fraction of same sign dileptons candidates versus the minimal
transverse momentum of each lepton relative to the jet axis.
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Fig. 3 : Forward-backward asymmetry for b jets measured with opposite sign dilepton events.
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Fig. 4 : Semi-leptonic decays of B particles showing the correspondance
between the flavours of initial and final states.
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Fig. 6 : Accuracy on the Bs decay vertex using semi-leptonic decays.
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Fig. 7 : Fraction of beam energy taken by the B particle (LUND M.C).
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